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The world needed heroes...It got them instead.A swordsman past his prime who has vowed to
never wield a blade again.A mage who’d rather throw fists than fireballs and thinks magic is for
sissies.An assassin who grows sick at the sight of blood.And a man with a pet squirrel he
believes to be an ancient god from long ago.An evil has risen in the land, one that, if not dealt
with, threatens to start a war which would include the gods themselves. To counter it, the realm
must call on its greatest heroes, its most courageous adventurers. Unfortunately, those great
heroes, those brave adventurers, are all busy—being dead mostly.So it is left to Dannen Ateran,
known in his youth as the Bloody Butcher but, more recently as the passed-out drunk at the
table in the corner, to lead his companions against an army of the dead.They are not heroes. But
perhaps they just might do.The Antiheroes is the first book in a new epic fantasy series by
bestselling author Jacob Peppers. It is a tale of fast-paced action, swordfights, magic, and
humor. Think you can't laugh at undead armies and battles of life and death? Come find out.
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A Seven Virtues Novella.CHAPTER ONEThe ale wasn’t bad. It wasn’t good either, but Dannen
knew from experience that a couple of mugs of the stuff and taste wouldn’t factor into it anymore.
It was one of those little bits of magic even a normal man, without any sorcery, might experience.
Like that warm, slightly-sick feeling a man got when a beautiful girl smiled at him, even if that
beautiful girl also happened to work at an establishment where beautiful girls were paid good
coin for such smiles. And, of course, what would follow.There was the sound of shouting from
the other side of the common room, and Dannen glanced over. A fight, probably, but no way to
tell for sure as a crowd had begun to gather, obscuring the source of the shouts. Instead of
making his way over like everyone else, Dannen leaned back, propped his feet on a chair and let
out a satisfied sigh. The shouting was growing louder, and men and women in the crowd were
whispering excitedly to each other, but Dannen paid them no mind. The older he got, the more it
seemed there was always some commotion going on, always some sort of trouble of this kind or
that. The best a clever man could do was to try his best to avoid it. After all, trouble always found
a man soon enough. There wasn’t any reason to go hunting for it.Mind your business. Avoid
commotions. Preventatives for misery if ever there were any. Like those spells street wizards



sometimes sold to the foolish or desperate—often one in the same—charms and tonics to make
a poor man rich or a sick man well. The difference, of course, was that they actually worked. At
least, most of the time. And for those times that didn’t? For those times a man couldn’t hide from
trouble no matter how he tried? Well, that was why the gods had invented ale, wasn’t it? Another
bit of its magic—as far as Dannen was concerned a foaming mug of the stuff was more magical
than any sorcerer’s potion or healer’s prayers. If a man drank enough of it, his troubles vanished
as if they’d never been. For a while, anyway, until the potion’s effects wore off. Not perfect magic,
maybe, but the best on offer.The price of such magic—there always was one where magic was
concerned—was a man got a bit loose around the midsection, and that he had to be a magician
himself to fit into his trousers on some days. A price Dannen would pay and pay gladly. He’d
given up what little vanity he’d started with long ago, traded it for…well, he wasn’t sure for what
exactly, but he still counted it fair. After all, vanity, like so many other conceits, seemed to
inevitably lead to trouble. And if he was anything, Dannen was a man who avoided
trouble.Which was why when the commotion grew louder, when he heard a woman’s shout for
help, he ignored the small, frail internal voice—not quite dead, no matter how many years he
spent trying to drown it in ale—telling him he should go help. Oh, it sounded reasonable enough,
that voice, sounded nice enough, but Dannen had cause to know that it was a real son of a bitch.
Like one of those friends who always pushed a man forward into the fight, telling him he was
bound to win, cheering him on, sure, but really just wanting to watch the fool get his ass
kicked.Dannen had been that fool, more than once. He didn’t intend on being it again. Better to
be a new kind of fool, for the variety of the thing. He sighed as the shouting continued, taking
another pull from his ale. Then he noticed a young man, maybe not even in his twenties, rising
from a nearby table where he’d been sitting with some of his friends. There was a determined
look in his eyes, one Dannen recognized all too well, and he grunted wearily as he watched the
man’s friends try to pull him back down into his chair.The man, however—if a youth with a
mustache thinner than some women’s Dannen had seen could be called a man—knocked his
friends’ hands away. He rose and gripped the handle of a sword sheathed at his side, a blade
which, judging by the ornate, ridiculously-tasseled scabbard, was as useless as the man was
terrified. But terrified or not the young man shouted, “Unhand her!” in a voice that might have
been more intimidating if it had squeaked a little less. Dannen rubbed at his eyes. Unhand her.
Who spoke like that, anyway? Nobody. Nobody except those shining, blond-headed heroes in
storybooks the young man’s mother had probably read him when he was a child…like a week
ago.Dannen took another drink of his ale, watching the boy make his way toward the crowd
which began to part for him, opening up a space with indecent haste, those milling men and
women eager to see the blood that would inevitably follow.The crowd’s parting revealed three
men and one of the tavern’s serving women. The woman’s back was pressed against a table,
and one of the men was pawing at her bodice, trying to undo the laces at her breasts but
fumbling them in his haste. The man’s two companions, however, had turned to regard the
challenger. Big men, each of them, with enough scars on their forearms and faces to show that



though they might not have been the best fighters out there, they certainly had far more
experience than the would-be hero.“The fuck you say, boy?” one asked, grinning and revealing a
mouth that was missing more teeth than it had, another indication, had one been needed, of the
man’s experience in brawls.The young man glanced back at his table as if for help, but his
friends all seemed possessed of a suddenly dire need to look anywhere but at him. The hero
wilted somewhat, his shoulders slumping at perhaps his first realization—certainly not his last—
that the world was no storybook. Dannen had the brief hope that he would leave it. In real life,
after all, most of the heroes were dead, and the villains almost always won.But the young man
rallied, calling on what courage—and foolishness—he possessed, squaring his shoulders and
meeting the grinning man’s gaze as best he could. “I-I sa—” He paused, clearing his throat. “I
said, unhand her.”“And if we don’t?” the man asked, obviously as eager as the would-be hero
was afraid.The boy’s fingers flittered at the hilt of his sword like a moth around a flame, wanting
to draw it just as the moth wanted to touch the blaze, never mind that they’d each get burned for
their trouble. Don’t, you damned fool, Dannen thought. Without the sword, the boy would
probably walk away with a black eye or two, maybe a few bruises, and one priceless
understanding—that he wasn’t a hero. That no one was, really. All in all, Dannen thought he’d be
the better for it. But if he drew the blade, a black eye would be the least of his problems.He could
see the boy thinking about it, weighing his options, deciding whether his pride could survive
backing down. Dannen would have told him, had he asked, that it could survive far more than
that. He ought to know; after all, his own pride had long since become little more than a withered
husk and he the happier—and healthier—for it.But the boy, like so many doomed men before
him, was committed or at least thought he was, and in the end, there was no difference between
the two. The sword didn’t ring as it came free of its scabbard the way they did in the books. It
didn’t come free at all, at least not on the first attempt. Instead, the youth botched the job
somehow, only getting it halfway free before he stumbled and nearly fell. He kept his feet though,
and the second tug got the blade free.Shit. Dannen started to take another drink from his ale
only to realize that it was empty. With a sigh, he rose and started toward the bar, thinking he
wasn’t anywhere near as drunk as he ought to be. In the suddenly near-silence of the tavern—
save the girl’s weeping, at least—he heard the two men exchanging pleasantries as he made his
way through the crowd. All common enough words, ones he’d heard thousands of times before
and that amounted to little more than—“I’ll kill you this much.” “Oh, yeah? Then I’ll kill you harder.”
All words, threats he’d long since become bored with and that only meant one thing—blood was
on the way.He had to slap the counter before the bartender turned away from the spectacle.
“Another ale,” Dannen said.The man frowned, but poured it, likely suspecting—rightly so as far
as Dannen was concerned—that he would need the coin to fix the place up after the coming
fight.“Careful, Claude, he’s got a knife!” one of the lad’s friends shouted, though he did so from
the safety of his chair. Not a fool like his buddy, then, and that was something. Though, judging
by the would-be hero’s tense stance, he needn’t have bothered with the warning.Based on his
pale expression and wide eyes as he studied the bared blade—no stylish sword this, a blade to



impress one’s friends with, but one nicked from hard and bloody use—Dannen doubted the
young man saw anything else in the world, just then.Just put the blade down, Dannen thought.
You’ll get a beating, sure, but one you’ll live to bitch about. The young man didn’t, though.
Instead, he squared his slim shoulders, doing his best to look tough and not giving it a good go
considering that what he looked like, more than anything, was getting ready to piss himself. “I s-
said u-unhand her.”Words from a children’s story again. Words the hero spouted pompously
before wreaking absolute havoc and mayhem on any unfortunate villain who dared disobey. The
problem, of course, was that all of those heroes—and the villains, come to that—were fictional,
men whose victory came as easy, quite literally, as the swipe of the author’s pen. In fiction the
heroes always won. After all, no one wanted to hear a story where the hero was a fool who got
himself cut down in a tavern to save a serving maid who’d no doubt seen far worse.Dannen
glanced around the room, thinking surely someone would stop this one-sided nonsense before it
went too far—after all the direction it was going was plain enough for anyone to see. No one did
though, all of them far too excited at the spectacle to come to consider it except the serving
woman, maybe, and she was too preoccupied trying to keep the tattered front of her dress over
her breasts—nice ones, Dannen had to admit—to help her would-be hero.The men started
toward the boy, and Dannen bit back a curse, rising himself and moving back toward his table
with a drunken swagger that hadn’t been noticeable on his way to the bar. Mostly because he
wasn’t drunk—more’s the pity—and made it a habit never to swagger. Now though, he did,
stumbling into the crowd behind the boy, those who’d fought fiercely to be close to the action.
Maybe even close enough, if they were lucky, to get some of the young hero’s blood on their shirt
or face as he was killed, a story to tell their children, Dannen supposed.Dannen pushed into
them, hiding the disgust he felt behind a drunken, blinking mask. Might have been he pushed
them a bit harder than he needed to, but no one challenged him. They cursed and hissed, sure,
but that was all. After all, why go looking for a fight when you were about to witness one and
probably a killing to boot? Dannen paid them no attention, too busy being drunk and swaggering
and all that, until he was finally behind the boy. “Wha’s at?” he slurred. He spun as if someone
had spoken and anyone watching might have been forgiven for believing it an accident that the
movement brought the thick glass of his ale mug into the back of the youth’s head.The boy let
out a groan, the sword falling out of his fingers as he collapsed to the ground unconscious. “Aye,
fella,” Dannen grumbled, turning back, “watch where you’re goin, eh?”The youth didn’t answer.
Mostly because, just then, he was too busy being unconscious to answer. Too busy being
unconscious to get killed too, though, so that was something.The two men, suddenly robbed of
their easy prey, scowled at Dannen, and judging by the way the one in the front held the knife in
a white-knuckled grip, considered whether or not to go to work on Dannen with it if for no other
reason than he’d ruined their fun. The serving woman—whose harasser had paused to stare at
Dannen along with the rest of the common room— hocked and spat a very un-damsel-like glob
of spit at his feet. “You drunken son of a bitch.”Well. He’d been called far worse in his time, often
by people he liked, so that didn’t bother him. He even understood her anger, in a way. After all,



her hero was lying unconscious on the floor now, his sword beside him, and if he was the hero,
the other men the dragon, that surely cast her as the damsel. Not that damsels went around
calling people sons of bitches, at least so far as Dannen knew…but then, the world was an
interesting place, that if nothing else.But he wasn’t paying much attention to the woman, not
then. Instead, he was looking at the man with the knife, the guy trying to decide if maybe he
wanted to cut somebody up so bad that anybody would do, Dannen hoping he would just let it
go. But as always, hope was no more than makeup on a cheap whore, pretty enough to look at
maybe, but hiding inevitable disappointment underneath.Dannen watched the man start forward
and gave a heavy sigh. No doubt, the man would have been hard pressed, if asked, to explain
why he wanted Dannen dead, all of a sudden. The others, too, who’d forgotten all about the
serving woman. But if anyone in the common room save Dannen himself had any doubts about
their motive, none voiced it, everyone making space around him, eager for the bloodshed that
he would have denied them.“Don’t want any trouble,” Dannen said, backing away, and holding
up his hands, one of which still held the mug of ale.“Maybe not,” the closest man, the one with
the knife agreed, “but you got it anyway.”A line that belonged in a play, one uttered by the villain.
It seemed to Dannen, now as always, that most people made of themselves actors, not being
who they were, not really, but playing a part, their part as they saw it. And Dannen’s part, most
certainly, was not one of hero. It was, in fact, one of the assholes who was going to try his level
best—and by pretty much any means necessary—not to end the day with a few more holes than
when he’d started it.“I’m just going to leave and—”But the man with the knife was done talking,
charging at him with a shout.Most people, in such a situation, might have grabbed the
unconscious youth’s sword lying on the floor in easy reach, but not Dannen. He’d learned long
ago that swords were as much a danger to the one wielding them as to those they were wielded
against. He had promised himself, had promised Val, never to pick one up again. And though
he’d broken many promises over the years, that one he had kept. So instead of grasping the
blade, he pivoted to the side as the man rushed him.Years ago, it would have been an easy
enough thing to do, but Dannen was older than he’d once been with the first gray hairs of middle
age showing in his beard. More to the point, he was fatter, slower, and he didn’t manage to get
entirely out of the man’s way. Instead, the thug’s shoulder struck him a glancing blow, hurling
Dannen into a table. He tried to catch his balance but stumbled backward, sprawling over the
wooden, beer-drenched surface, his face striking an ale mug.There was a burst of pain in his
nose where it hit the hard mug. And there it was. Blood, shining bright red in the lantern light. The
best reward a man could hope for when he played at being a hero. He’d thought himself past
such arrogant, and almost always fatal notions, thought he’d changed, but life and time loved
nothing more than making fools of men. “Son of a bitch,” he muttered. It wasn’t the first time he’d
had his nose bloodied. Truth was, he’d had far worse. Of course, such a thing didn’t stop it from
hurting like a bastard.He rose from the table unsteadily, some part of him thinking it still might
not be too late to talk his way out of it, a thought that was shot down as soon as he saw the
man’s face. Saw, too, that he was holding the knife like he meant to use it. Luckily, meaning to do



something and knowing how to do it were very different, so when he brought the blade down,
Dannen, gut and all, rolled off the table, narrowly avoiding the blade but not quite managing to
avoid the knee of one of those sitting at the table, apparently too excited about the show to get
out of the damned way.The knee—bony as all shit—struck Dannen in his already tender nose,
but, life being what it was, he wasn’t surprised. What did surprise him after he’d managed to pick
himself up off the ground was just how angry he was. That anger was the reason he’d sworn off
violence—and swords—years ago. Proof yet again that he was a fool, if anyone was still
bothering to keep track. After all, just because a man swore off violence didn’t mean violence
swore off him.Dannen knew he should relax, take it easy. But knowing changed nothing.
Suddenly, he didn’t care if the man wanted to talk it out or not, and when the thug rushed at him
again, remembering which end of the blade to hold and no more than that, Dannen gave him a
bloody smile. The thug swiped at him, telegraphing the blow so much that he may as well have
drawn a diagram. Well, he might have been out of shape, might have had aches in his knees and
elbows he wouldn’t have imagined a man could have ten years ago, but Dannen wasn’t the type
of man to pass up an invitation, not when it was so kindly put. So when the thug extended his
front leg and started a spin that looked like it might be finished some time tomorrow, it was an
easy enough thing to kick him a good one in the balls.Another one of the bits of wisdom life had
been kind enough to teach Dannen was it didn’t much matter how big or strong a man was, how
angry either. A well-placed kick in the balls was enough to make him rethink some things—
when, that was, he was able to think at all. The thug let out a shriek, dropping the knife and
gripping his aching fruits instead.Dannen felt no small amount of satisfaction as he wiped an
arm across his bloody nose, staining his tunic—a new one too, and damn the priests for saying
the gods weren’t cruel—watching the man writhe for a brief moment. Then, remembering that
there were still a couple more of the bastards behind him, he did what any sensible man would
do under the circumstances. He kicked the bastard in the face. Best way to keep him out of the
fight, that was the reason, had nothing to do with enjoying it. That’s what the second kick was
for.With the man thoroughly unconscious, Dannen spun to face the others, and a part of him that
wasn’t full of anger—an increasingly small part—felt a stab of worry. It wasn’t good to get angry,
not for anybody. His old swordmaster had told him as much repeatedly a lifetime ago, and on
that much, at least, he’d been right. Anger was bad, was dangerous for anybody, but for Dannen
most of all, so he took a slow deep breath.It didn’t help. But then, a man had to breathe so there
was that. He realized his fists were clenched at his sides and the lunatic, gibberish ravings of
fury he’d heard for the last several seconds were coming from him. Easy, he told himself, take it
easy, damnit, but the words made no more sense than the snarlings coming from his mouth. The
second man hesitated, suddenly looking unsure, and who wouldn’t, when confronted with a
raving man with blood pouring down his face, mixing with flecks of spittle in a crimson froth?The
man hesitated, but Dannen did not. He charged, screaming wildly, feeling happy, really happy,
for the first time in years. It was strange how anger and violence could make him feel that way
when all the drinking and whoring in the world didn’t come close.Strange..It was the last rational,



truly understandable thought he had. What followed weren’t thoughts so much as shouts of fury
inside his head, growls and hisses, the language of violence, a language no man truly
understood. Though, it had to be said, that Dannen Ateran, once known as the Bloody Butcher,
understood it better than most.CHAPTER TWOHe woke in a damp alleyway. The first thing he
became aware of was the tacky, coppery taste of blood in his mouth. It was a taste he was all too
familiar with. Gingerly, he probed along the inside of his cheeks with his tongue to discover,
unsurprisingly, that he’d bitten chunks out of both sides. He’d done it before, many times when
the battle lust was on him. It was a wonder he had any cheeks left. Still, as annoying as the sharp
pain was, he didn’t think that was the worst of it.Gods, but I should know better.His head was
pounding like an anvil beneath the blows of a blacksmith with a cruel streak. He groaned,
opening his eyes with a monumental effort. He climbed his way to a sitting position, propped his
back against the alley wall, and began to take stock. His mouth and chin were covered in dried
blood from where the thug had busted his nose, but not enough to account for the blood staining
his once-white tunic—so much that a man could have been forgiven for believing the tailor had
used crimson fabric.Someone, then, had done a lot of bleeding, and it hadn’t all been Dannen.
Knowing well how he got when the lust came on him, he doubted even most of it was his. A good
thing, sure, but bad, too. He sighed heavily. It wasn’t the first alleyway he’d woken in, more’s the
pity, but he’d promised himself years ago that the last time would be the last time. A liar, then, as
well as a fool.If the gods had a sense of humor, it was a dark one. The skin on his knuckles was
scraped raw from hitting something—what, he didn’t remember, but considering that the answer
was likely one of the thugs’ faces, he’d just as soon not.Well, he hadn’t had a sword on him, so at
least that was one vow that was still intact. Probably. Certainly he didn’t remember drawing a
blade, and if a man couldn’t remember breaking a vow, did it even count?He hocked and spat up
a mouthful of blood then swallowed past a dusty throat. He considered just lying there, going
back to sleep or at least to an oblivious unconsciousness. Based on how much he hurt, moving
would probably be a mistake. The problem, of course, was that hanging around until friends of
the person—or, more likely, people—he’d hurt showed up would be worse. He began to rise, a
job made more difficult by the incessant throbbing in his head, though whether that came from a
blow he’d taken or the drink there was no way of knowing.He was halfway to his feet when a
shout came from the end of the alleyway.“There he is!” cried a heavy-set woman in a blue dress,
pointing at Dannen like he was a piece of cow shit she’d nearly stepped on. Only a glance was
enough to tell him that here was the sort of woman who made for a miserable husband. Or, more
likely, a dead one, and that no doubt under suspicious circumstances. It was a toss up then,
which was more intimidating: the woman or the four uniformed guardsmen standing beside her,
all with bared swords in their hands.“He’s the one burned down Pelver’s tavern!” the woman
exclaimed—he had a feeling she never spoke, this woman, only exclaimed. Her shrieking wasn’t
doing any favors for Dannen’s headache, but he thought that probably the least of his problems,
the frowning guardsmen a bit higher on the list.“That true, stranger?” one of the guards asked,
the tight grip he had on his sword showing he had little doubt.How the shit should I know?



Dannen thought. But since he figured there were probably better ways to die than being hacked
to pieces by four offended guardsmen, he shrugged. “Doesn’t sound much like me.”“Of course
he did it!” the shrew screeched, and Dannen felt another twinge of pity for her husband. If the
poor bastard wasn’t dead yet, he was damn sure trying to be. “He’s wearing the gods-blasted
sign around his gods-blasted neck!”Dannen followed her pointing finger—wielded it like a sword,
that one—and was as surprised as the guardsmen to find that the woman was right. A thick
wooden sign sat at his chest, hanging there by a chain around his neck which at least went a
little way toward explaining the ache he’d been having. Pelver’s Tavern, it read, NO
Fighting.There was a bit of blood staining the sign—more than a bit, in truth—enough to nearly
obscure the word “fighting.” Blame it on the drink or the ridiculousness of it all, but something
about that struck Dannen as funny, and he started to laugh. He regretted it immediately, of
course, for it sent a fresh wave of pain through his fragile head. More concerning, however, was
that the laughter did a pretty good job of ridding the guards of any lingering doubts they might
have had that he’d been up to mischief. They marched toward him then, their blades at the
ready, looking like they were waiting on an excuse to start chopping.Dannen sighed. Maybe he
could have outrun them—certainly there was plenty of alley between him and them, but why
bother? His whole body hurt, and he thought maybe a night in the dungeons—or a couple of
them—might not be such a bad thing. Of course, if he’d actually killed any of those poor
bastards back at the tavern it might be a bit more than that, but he thought he’d probably
remember a murder or two.“Look, fellas,” he said, trying his best to be reasonable—it was
important, being reasonable, kept a man from killing or getting killed…except for when it didn’t,
of course. “I’ll come along quietly, alright? There’s no need for the blades.”Which was true
enough. If he’d had a mind to fight just then—something just about as far from Dannen’s mind as
anything could have been—he thought he could have been conquered pretty damned
thoroughly by another shout or two from the woman.“Put the weapon down!” one of the guards
barked. “Slowly.”Weapon? Dannen thought, what in the name—that was when he noticed the
stick in his hands. Probably, he should have noticed it sooner, but circumstances being what
they were, he’d been a bit distracted. The stick was a foot and a half long, but judging by the
jagged edge it had been decidedly longer at some point. An edge that, as it happened, was
stained with dried blood.Well, he thought. Bastard no doubt had it coming. Not that he could
remember that nor, if he was being honest, could he strictly remember who the bastard in
question had been. Whoever it was though, stabbed with a length of broken off wood or not, he
doubted his day was looking as shitty as Dannen’s own. He tossed the broken piece of wood
away. There was nothing else to do.The two guardsmen approached warily despite his words,
and considering his appearance, he couldn’t really blame them. The woman was right behind
them, actually gripping the jerkin of one of the guardsmen, and between them, he figured her to
be the scariest.“Look,” he said, holding up his hands, “I don’t want any trouble.” The guards didn’t
believe him, that much was obvious, approaching like he was a wild man—a wild man who
attacked people with brooms and passed out with a tavern sign hung around his neck. Which, of



course, he was. Likely, the blood staining his hands didn’t help matters, but at some point it just
became gratuitous anyway.“Put these on,” one of the men said, producing a pair of manacles
from where they hung on his belt and tossing them at Dannen’s feet.Dannen stared at the hateful
metal cuffs, lying there in a coil like some snake about to strike and felt his jaw tense as a flood
of memories threatened to beat down the wall he’d built around it, a wall which was always
eroding, always in need of repair. “No.”“The fuck did you say?” another guard asked.“Kill him!”
the shrew screamed.“Listen,” Dannen said softly, doing his best to quell his rapidly-beating heart.
“I’ll come with you, and if it turns out I’ve earned some time in the dungeons, I’ll take it without a
word of complaint.” He glanced down at the manacles again lying a foot away. Had they been so
close before? Or had they moved closer when he wasn’t looking, eager to find a home clasped
around his flesh, stealing his freedom? Never again, he told himself.“I’ll come with you,” he said
again, his mouth as dry as if he’d swallowed glass. Which, considering how the night had gone,
he supposed was possible. “But I’m not putting those damned things on.”The second guard
grunted, scowling and opening his mouth, no doubt to utter some threat or another, but the
shrew beat him to it.“You’re a criminal, that’s what you are! I saw what you did—I saw.” Saying the
last like he was some sneak thief caught with his hand in her pocket. Ridiculous, of course.
Dannen was no thief, and he wouldn’t have dared reach into the woman’s pockets even if he had
been. Probably full of snakes and vinegar.“Look,” the first guard said, clearly struggling to keep
his patience, “I don’t know what all this is about, but it’s our job to figure it out, savvy? So why
don’t you just take it easy, huh?”Dannen glanced down at himself, covered in blood and spilled
beer and the gods alone knew what else. “This is me taking it easy, and I get it. You’ve got a job
to do. Fact is, I did a lot of drinking last night, and I’m not really sure what happened.”And that
was true enough, at least the part about the drinking. No need to go any further than that, to talk
about the other thing. “Well, sure, sure,” the guard said, nodding repeatedly in a way Dannen
thought people usually reserved for the very old or very insane. Considering how many aches
and minor pains he was feeling just then, he thought he would have traded places with any of the
former quickly enough. As for the latter…well, sane men didn’t wake up in alleyways with tavern
signs around their necks clutching bloody lengths of wood.“I get it,” the guard went on, trying for
a laugh. “Shit, I’ve been there. We all have. One ale leads to another, so on and so forth. My wife,
the gods bless her, I guess I’ve lost count of the times she’s had to wake me up when I passed
out on our floor, not quite making it to the bed, understand? We’re all reasonable men here,” he
said, gesturing to himself and the other guards but not, Dannen noted, to the woman. “So’s
how’s about you just put on the manacles, eh? Then we’ll take you to the guard office, figure this
whole thing out. You haven’t done nothin’, why, you’ll be gone in an hour and can get back to…”
He hesitated, looking Dannen up and down. “Well, whatever it was you were doing.”Dannen
didn’t feel reasonable, not then, not with him wearing the world’s heaviest tavern-sign necklace,
and not with those steel manacles so close, seeming to hiss at him with deadly promise. “You
want to go to the guard house,” Dannen said softly, “I’ll go to the guardhouse. If there’s a cell
needs an ass in it I’ll be that a—” He cleared his throat. “What I mean is, I’ll go to the dungeon if I



need to, answer what questions you have also. But I’ll say it one more time—I won’t be
bound.”“Fuck this,” the second guard said, shouting as he charged forward, his sword leading. A
young guardsman, this one, eager to prove himself to himself. Dannen saw a bit of the man he’d
once been in the scowling face as it rushed toward him. A far younger, far dumber version, if
such a thing were possible. It might have been the Dannen of twenty years ago charging
forward, hungry to show his skill. The difference, though, was that the younger version of him
might have been a dumb asshole, but he had known how to fight, and he never would have
overextended the reach of his sword.Not hard, then, to step to the side of the wild swing, to grab
a handful of the man’s hair, and give it a good yank before burying the guard’s head in the alley
wall. There was a crunching sound as the guard’s nose broke—Dannen sympathized—then he
let out a soft groan and fell to the ground unconscious.Shit. Well, that had been foolish. Breaking
tavern signs was one thing but assaulting a city guardsman was quite another. Men didn’t do
time in the dungeon for something like that—they were hung for it. It was the damned manacles,
sitting there, making him unreasonable. “Hey,” he said slowly, holding his hands up again as he
looked at the other guardsmen who were staring at their unconscious companion in shock as if
still trying to piece together what had happened. There, too, Dannen sympathized. “Look, he had
that coming, huh? The man seemed like a bit of a dick. Me and you, though,” he said, meeting
the nicer guard’s eyes, “we can work something out, right?”Whatever sympathy the guardsman
had had a moment ago—real or feigned—it was nowhere in evidence now as he met Dannen’s
gaze with a look he recognized all too well. Be hard not to, as many times as he’d seen it. It was
a look that said the talking was over and any questions the guardsman might have had, he
wanted them answered in blood.An unconscious guard, another with the battle lust in his eyes,
shared by his two companions, and a woman whose screams echoed in his head like the end of
the world. Dannen did the only thing he could do, the only thing any sensible man would do,
under the circumstances.He ran.It felt awkward, running, not least because he’d lost his belt
somewhere only the gods alone could guess, and his trousers kept trying to fall around his
ankles. Still, that didn’t account for just how damned difficult it was. That question, though, was
answered a second later when he noticed that he was only wearing one shoe. Maybe the other
one had conspired with the belt, made off in search of a better life. Dannen would have wished
both of them luck, but in his experience, a better life was something other people had.He
managed to make it to the end of the alley without getting spitted so that was something, and he
glanced back to see that the guards were actually some distance behind, the woman screaming
words of encouragement or—and this was more likely—curses at their backs as they ran toward
him.Grinning and feeling finer than he had since he’d woken—not saying much maybe, but he’d
take what he could get—Dannen rounded the corner of the alley, falling trousers and all,
confident that, if he could make it to the main street, he’d be able to lose his pursuers easily
enough, becoming just one more asshole in a city full of them. He was already making plans for
what he would do once he’d escaped—plans largely centered around having an ale, because if
any man ever needed a drink it was him. Then he saw four more guardsmen waiting for him in



the street.“Well, shit,” Dannen muttered because, honestly, given the circumstances, there didn’t
seem much point of saying anything else.“Stop there, criminal!” one of the men shouted.Dannen
took a bit of issue with being called a criminal. Oh, he’d been called worse, but it wasn’t so much
what the guard had said as the way he’d said it, in a rude tone Dannen would have liked to have
stopped and discussed with him. Assuming, of course, that the man in question hadn’t been
flanked by three other guys who, though they hadn’t spoken yet, just looked like assholes. And
there was the sword he held, of course, and who was to say? He might be the one city
guardsman in the world who actually knew how to use the damned thing. So, Dannen did what
any sane man would do.He ran. Or, at least, he tried to.It didn’t take him long to find three
possible avenues of escape. Three options, which wasn’t so bad. What was, though, was the
city guardsmen standing in all of them. Damned inconsiderate, but not as inconsiderate as they
had a mind to be judging by the sharp looks and sharper swords aimed in his direction.There
was a shop entrance a few feet away, turned out when he looked at the sign that it was a brothel
which went a long way toward explaining the topless women hanging out of the windows
shouting encouragement into the street—though whether at him or the guards he didn’t know,
wasn’t sure they knew, come to that. Would have been a happy enough turn of luck to find his
wild ramblings bringing him so close to a brothel if there wasn’t the whole getting executed thing
to worry about. Not exactly spoiled for choice, Dannen charged toward the brothel.He barged
through the door, some part of his mind—the dumb part, of which he’d always had more than his
fair share—thought it would surely have to be locked. It was this part which took over just for long
enough to decide him that charging the wooden portal would be the best way in, that convinced
him that only a fool would stop and try the latch. Well, turned out that the brothel—like every
other brothel ever—was still open. This, of course, meant that Dannen’s heroic ramming of the
door quickly turned into him stumbling as it swung easily aside, and then he wasn’t stumbling at
all but falling, falling, fallen on an ass that was, thank you gods one and all, quite bare.By happy
chance—or the gods’ cruelty, and wasn’t it really just one and the same?—he fell in what he
hoped was spilled ale. No time to check, though, as he could hear the guards rushing the door
from outside, could see them too since his blow to it had knocked it off one of its hinges, though
it had to be said that he thought the door had still gotten the better of the exchange.He was up in
a moment, one hand tugging his trousers back up to his waist, the other pushing away a
shirtless fat man who had decided—the world really was full of fools—that a half-naked man
being chased by a dozen city guardsmen was something he just had to investigate.Dannen gave
him a good shove, and the fat man let out a squawk, tumbling over a chair and a very pissed-off
prostitute. Dannen wanted to take a minute, tell the man only a fool would come up and try to
have a conversation with a clear fugitive when there was a woman, bought and paid for, that
would prove far better company, but he didn’t have the time.The guards were only seconds away
now, so he charged for the stairs leading to the brothel’s second—and no doubt far more
entertaining—floor. He took the steps two at a time, the shouts of the angry prostitute ringing
behind him.He reached the second-floor landing and sprinted past rooms and some women



plying their trade right there in the hall, like maybe there was a shortage of space. They
screamed as he passed, though whether those screams were screams of fear or the sort of
screams the men who came to places like this enjoyed paying for, Dannen didn’t know and
didn’t have time to find out. He ran to the end of the hall, hoping for a window he might dive out
of, but since he was just about as far from an acrobat as you could get and still be breathing, it
was likely that diving out of one would just be dying on his own terms instead of the guards’.Of
course, there wasn’t one, so he didn’t have the chance either way and was left with the options
of diving at the wall, at the guards behind him, or walking—by the gods walking not charging—
through the closed door to his left. He glanced back and saw the guards gaining the second-
floor landing.Well, there was still the off-chance he might stumble in on a free show, a nice
image to take with him to the guillotine. But as he entered the room, slamming the door shut
behind him, he saw it was empty. Dannen turned back to the door, setting the latch. Not that it
would make much difference, of course. The latch was a weak, frail thing that seemed ready to
give way to a stern look, and he figured a good kick from one of the guardsmen would do for it
easily enough.He looked around, hoping for something he might use, though unless there was
an army hiding under the bed—or an ogre, he wasn’t picky—he was probably well and truly
screwed. Screwed in a brothel. There was a song there, maybe, but not one he’d be around to
sing, so there was no real point worrying about it.There was a wardrobe sitting in the corner of
the room, though why the rooms of a brothel would need one he couldn’t imagine. It seemed to
him that they were in the business of taking clothes off and part of the charm was that those
clothes, when they were taken off, ended up scattered about the floor or draped on the bed
posts, not hung up neatly in a closet.He considered hiding in it, anyway, hoping all the guards
would be struck dumb by the time they made it to his room, maybe would overlook him
altogether, but decided against it. For one, what little chances he had would be non-existent if
they came on him hiding in a closet. And perhaps more importantly, if he was going to die, he’d
just as soon keep what little dignity was left to him.Alright then, he told himself as he heard the
guards shouting, clearing the room next to his own, alright. He was at peace about dying mostly.
The gods knew he’d earned his death more than a few times. It was coming, that was all. It had
been coming for a long time now. He just wished he knew what he’d done the night before.
Likely, he’d done far worse on any number of occasions and either by luck or blind chance had
walked away without a scratch, but then a man couldn’t count on luck or chance forever.A door
creaked open, and he spun, expecting to see the guards pouring into the room from the hallway.
But the door to the hallway was still closed. Then there was another creak, and he caught
movement out of the corner of his eye. One of the guards must have made it inside somehow,
been waiting for him in the closet. It ought to have been impossible, but then Dannen had
traveled the world a lot in his younger years, and he’d seen men killed by creatures and things
most people thought were impossible myths more than a few times. How they would have known
he’d come here he couldn’t guess, and there wasn’t time to think about it anyway. He spun,
raising his fists, but the figure he saw stepping calmly out of the closet wasn’t one of the



guards.The first thing he noticed about the man was that he was a man. The second, though,
was far more interesting. The stranger was glowing. A golden glow that was accompanied by a
melodic humming filling the air as if someone were playing the harp. The figure was smiling, but
Dannen could make out little else before the glow began to intensify, and he was forced to raise
a hand, shielding his eyes.The figure waved a golden-limned hand and for a brief, terrifying
moment, Dannen felt the air grow thick all around him, so thick he felt as if he’d be crushed. A
moment later, there was a pop in the air and the incredible pressure vanished as quickly as it
had come. But things felt…different, somehow. At first, Dannen couldn’t figure out what had
changed, but then he knew.He could still hear the soldiers shouting, but now those shouts
sounded as if they came from far away, sounded, too, as if they were in a language he did not
know. After a moment, Dannen realized that it wasn’t a different language after all. Instead, the
guards seemed to be shouting in slow motion, their words coming out so slowly as to be near
incomprehensible.Dannen thought probably he was having a fit. He’d heard of such things
before, usually when someone had suffered a terrible blow to the head or was under an extreme
amount of stress. He didn’t remember suffering such a blow, but considering that he didn’t
remember anything of the last eight hours or so, that didn’t mean a whole lot. As for stress, well,
if imminent death didn’t cause a man anxiety, he was dead already.“Ah, Dannen Ateran,” the
figure said. His voice, at least, sounded normal, perhaps even amused, which might have been
explained by Dannen’s appearance. “Or should I call you the Bloody Butcher?”Dannen didn’t
know how most people would react to a glowing figure emerging from an empty closet,
accompanied by an unexplainable hum and smirking like he knew a thousand things no one else
could hope to know. Maybe, most people would have wanted to run or beg for their lives.
Dannen, though, didn’t want either of those things. What he wanted, more than anything, was to
punch the figure in the face, to wipe some of the smugness off his expression.“Seems a bit
creepy, doesn’t it?” he asked instead. “A grown man hanging out in a brothel closet?” He glanced
over the man’s shoulder at the small closet. “Couldn’t have been comfortable.”The man looked
back at the closet and gave a soft grunt. “Ah. I hadn’t realized.” He turned back to Dannen,
watching him, the arrogant smile back in place. Begging for a punching, this one. “Though, you
are wrong, Dannen.”“You’re right,” Dannen said. “Not just a bit creepy. Damned creepy.”The man
rolled his eyes, not amused. “That is not what I mean. I am not a grown man, Dannen. In fact, I’m
not a man at all.”Dannen squinted. “Huh. Sure, sort of feminine features…yeah, I can see it. A
woman, then, though the gods could have been a bit kinder when they made you.”“What?” the
figure asked, the hum and the glow faltering. “No, wait. No, I’m not a woman. I’m a man or—” He
trailed off, and it was Dannen’s turn to smirk. The figure took a slow, deep breath as if to gather
his patience. “What I mean, Dannen Ateran,” he intoned, reassuming the sonorous, officious
tone he’d used when he first spoke, “is that I am no man. I am a god.”Dannen grunted, thinking
the guards must have caught him after all. Maybe he’d knocked himself unconscious, probably
when slamming into the brothel door like a damned fool, and the figure before him was nothing
more than a figment of his mind as it expired. “A god who spends his time hiding out in closets



then?” Dannen said, figuring that if he was dying he might as well have a little bit of fun. “No
wonder the world’s screwed up.”The figure sputtered, and this time the hum and glow didn’t
falter, they vanished altogether. “I’ll have you know, Dannen, that I am indeed a god and—” He
cut off abruptly, letting out a squawk as Dannen poked him in the nose. “Excuse me?” the figure
said in a shocked voice.Dannen grunted. “Feel awfully real for a figment of my imagination.” He
shrugged. “Well. I’ve heard healers say that a man’s mind is what makes him feel, so I suppose it
isn’t completely unreasonable to imagine you’d feel real. Anyhow,” he went on, glancing around
the room, “if this is the land of the dead, and you’re to be my company, I was more of a bastard
than I realized.”The figure pinched the bridge of his nose, shaking his head in frustration. “It’ll be
easy, they said,” he murmured, “it’s your turn, they said. That bastard Hephaestus has got a lot of
answering to do.”“Hephaestus,” Dannen said, frowning. “That name sounds familiar.” Then it hit
him, and he laughed. “You mean the Hephaestus? As in the God of Smiths?”“God of some other
things, too,” the figure muttered, then paused before he could say more, dismissing whatever
he’d planned to say with a wave of his hand. “That is a matter that might be dealt with later. For
now, let us get back to business.” He closed his eyes and took a slow, deep breath, as if
gathering himself. When he opened them again, the soft, golden nimbus of light had returned, as
had that damned humming. Dannen decided if he had to listen to that for the rest of his afterlife,
he’d likely go insane before the week was out. Not that he was all that certain the afterlife had
weeks as such. It was a new thing, being dead.“Dannen Ateran,” the stranger said in that deep,
resonant voice that reminded Dannen of the officious priests who sometimes took it on
themselves to stand on street corners and tell all the heathens of the city—a population that
generally included everyone but themselves—just how heathen they were. “Son of Fildius and
Margaret, I am Perandius, and I have come to summon you to your duties for—”“Why are you
talking like that?” Dannen interrupted.The figure frowned. “Talking like what?”“Come on, you
know what I mean,” Dannen said. “Why are you talking like you’re some messenger reading a
king’s proclamation for an entire city? Gods, man, it’s just you and me here.”The figure’s mouth
opened and closed several times as if he was having difficulty figuring out what to say. Then,
finally, he scowled. “It may surprise you to know most mortals like it when I talk that way.”Dannen
gave the stranger a dubious look. “Tell you that, did they?”The stranger shifted, clearly
uncomfortable. “Well, no…not as such but…” He shook his head, clearly frustrated. “You know, I
am accustomed to getting considerably more respect than this. Awe, you might even say.”“You
keep talking like that,” Dannen said, “I’m going to consider awing myself into that wall a few
times, see if I can’t respectfully knock myself out.”The figure studied him thoughtfully. “You really
are a bit of a bastard, aren’t you?” he said dryly.Dannen grunted. “Been called worse by worse,
though to be fair, none of the ones saying it were ever hiding in closets, at least to my
recollection.”The stranger’s face turned red, and he pinched the bridge of his nose again. “Very
well, I will speak normally. Even if it does ruin the experience,” he finished, muttering the last.“Oh,
I wouldn’t worry about it,” Dannen said. “You ask me, the experience is well and truly ruined
already. I would’ve thought that the one thing dying had going for it was some damned peace for



a change.”“Yes,” the figure said sourly, “at any rate, best get on with it. You, Dannen Ataran, have
been called to service, enacting the vow you accepted when you came of age to defend the
world against its enemies, should the need arise. Will you answer these summons and, thereby,
fulfill your vow?”The figure was looking at him expectantly, and Dannen grunted. “You know, I
haven’t been having much luck with vows lately. Anyway, what is this? Some sort of joke? Pretty
sure if I made a vow to defend the world I’d remember it.”The stranger took a slow, deep breath.
“I assure you; it is no joke.” He produced a scroll, seemingly from thin air, and held it up in front of
Dannen. There was a bunch of writing in a tight hand telling him the author could do with a few
drinks to loosen up a bit, too much writing by far for Dannen to spend time reading it, though he
did notice the signature at the bottom. His signature and written in his own hand, or at least it
appeared to be.“Well, that’s a damned fine trick,” he said. “Someone’s forged my signature, eh?
Well. It’s a wonder the sorts of things people get up to. You know, I saw a man once, this fella, he
filed all his teeth down to a bunch of sharp points, opened his mouth he looked like a damn
shark. Must have made it a trial to kiss a girl…” He trailed off, thinking on that. “Then again, I
doubt he had to worry about that much, come to it. Seems like the sort of problem that solves
itself.”“Err…nevertheless,” the figure said after a moment, “the vow was made, and you are, by
your own hand, bound. I, Perandius, Messenger of the Gods, have spoken. Now, will you
accompany me?” He gestured toward the closet and suddenly it wasn’t a closet anymore.
Instead of the rack for clothes that had been there a moment ago, now there was a shining
golden oval portal, fluttering and shifting as if it were swayed by some unfelt breeze.Dannen
peered at the circle, thinking that dying, if nothing else, was interesting. “What in the name of the
gods is that?”“Which?”“What’s that?” Dannen asked.“Which god?”He frowned. “What I mean is,
what is that big glowing circle?”“That, Dannen Ateran,” the figure began in that resonant voice
then seemed to give it up. “Well. It’s a portal to the land of the gods. We’re supposed to walk
through it now.”Dannen frowned. “And if I don’t?”The figure gave him a smug look and shrugged.
“Well. I suppose you can always take your chances with the guards. In my presence, their
progress has been…slowed somewhat, but I am leaving and, when I do, they will return to their
normal speed. A speed that, in moments, will bring them here to this room in which you have
sought shelter.”“I see,” Dannen said. “They got ale there?”The smug look slowly faded from the
stranger’s face. “What?”“In that land of the gods you’re talking about? They got any ale? Come
to that, can a dead man even get drunk?”The figure let out an angry hiss. “You’re not d—you
know what? Never mind. Follow or do not—it’s up to you. I, Perandius, have spoken.” Then, with
that, the figure turned and started toward the golden portal.“So, you mean to tell me,” Dannen
said, “that you’re Perandius? As in, Messenger of the Gods, Communicator of Their Will and all
that?”The figure turned back at the edge of the portal, looking over his shoulder. “That is correct,
Dannen Ateran,” he said in a formal voice.“Dannen’s fine. No need to go saying my whole name
all the time. Anyhow, if you’re telling the truth, where are your wings?”“What’s that?”“You know,
your wings. According to all the stories, Perandius has wings, little ones, you know, though,
thinking on it, I imagine he’d have to flap those bastards like mad to keep himself upright.”The



figure scowled, turning and walking into the golden portal. As he disappeared through it, Dannen
heard him mutter, “You lose one bet…”Then he was alone in the room and as good as the
stranger’s words, there seemed to be an audible click in the air, and sound—time itself, in fact—
seemed to suddenly reassert itself. He heard the guards stomping out in the hall, right outside
the door now. A metallic noise drew his attention, and he glanced at the latch to see it move as
one of the guardsmen tried it only to find it locked. In another moment, maybe two, they’d break it
open and find Dannen standing here like a fool.He peered back into the portal, weighing his
options, but he could see nothing through it, the entirety of it filled with a golden haze. Stay and
be killed or go through a glowing portal and probably be killed? Not the best options, maybe, but
about as good as they ever were. Dannen took a slow, deep breath, and stepped into the
closet.CHAPTER THREEThe first thing he saw as he emerged from the other side of the portal
was a beautiful city. Otherworldly architecture loomed everywhere, buildings with great,
sweeping balustrades and towers, all of them made of something white, perhaps marble, so
bright it seemed to shine, dazzling his eyes, everything—even the streets themselves—
enamored in gold. The second thing he noticed—this seeming a bit more urgent than the first—
was that he was falling.He had just enough time to begin a shout of surprise, but not enough
time to finish it before he struck the ground hard. Groaning, he rubbed at his head where it had
struck and looked around to see that he had fallen in the center of a white circle crafted from
marble that shined just as impossibly as the rest of the city. The golden road, like a dozen or so
others, branched off from the circle like the spoke of some great wheel.Still rubbing his aching
head, Dannen rose to his feet and grunted, impressed despite himself. “Well,” he said. “Either
this is the longest death dream I’ve ever heard of, or you really are the Messenger God.”“I said
as much, I believe,” Perandius answered with a raised eyebrow.Dannen looked behind him to
see the golden portal hovering in the air a good three or four feet off the ground. A moment later,
it winked out as if it had never been. Gods, but he hated magic. Oh, in theory it was great. Don’t
feel like pouring your own beer? No worries, let the magic do the heavy lifting. Don’t feel like
having to drink so much to get well and truly sloshed? No worries, magic can do that too. In
practice, though, anytime he’d been around the stuff—more than most people did in their lives
and far more than he wanted—it inevitably ended badly.“Couldn’t you have put the damned
portal a bit closer to the ground?” he groused.“Strictly speaking?” Perandius asked, giving him a
small smile. “Yes, yes, I suppose I could have.”“Might be you ought to do that next time,” Dannen
muttered. “Not much of a welcome for your visitors, coming to the land of the gods only to fall on
their asses.”“Or their heads,” the god said, clearly enjoying Dannen’s discomfort, “as the case
may be.”Dannen decided he still wanted to punch the man in the face, god or no god. And if he
was a god—a fact seeming to become more and more likely by the minute—Dannen figured he
probably deserved it for letting the world become the absolute shit show that it was. Still, it
probably wasn’t the healthiest thing, punching a god in the face, particularly since, if there were
any more portals to go through soon, there wasn’t anything keeping the bastard from making
sure they didn’t open onto a pool full of sharks. Dannen had never met a shark, not personally,



but he thought it safe to say he hated them anyway.“Well,” he said, deciding it best to change the
subject and maybe find a way to distract himself from his aching head, “we’re here. What
now?”The god frowned. “Most of those fortunate enough to visit the land of the gods are a little
bit more…well, amazed.”“Sure, I’m amazed right enough,” Dannen agreed. “But I’ve got to tell
you, Perd—can I call you Perd?The god frowned. “No, you cannot. That doesn’t even make se
—”“Anyway, Perd,” Dannen went on, “I’ve seen some pretty amazing things in my life, so forgive
me if I’m not suitably impressed. Did I tell you about the guy with the shark teeth?”The god
blinked. “You may have mentioned it.”“Well,” Dannen said, nodding. “There you go. Still, you
seem a bit upset. I suppose, if it means that much to you, I can pretend to be impressed. Give
you a few ‘oohs’ and ‘aahs,’ that sort of thing, maybe even throw in a blush or two, how’d that
be?”“I am beginning to think you’re more than just a bit of a bastard,” the god said.Dannen
grunted. “Well, if that’s the case, and you’re really a god, and you gods are the ones who made
all people—me included—then that’s kind of on you, isn’t it?”Perandius stared at him for several
seconds before finally blinking. “This way.”Before Dannen could say anything more, the god
turned on his heel and started down the golden streets. Now that he wasn’t being watched,
Dannen took the opportunity as he followed behind the god to stare in awe at his surroundings.
He was no carpenter, but the buildings around him were like nothing he’d ever seen before as
were the people—or, he supposed, gods—who walked the streets, some lazing about or talking
in quiet conversation. Even the sky here was different. Instead of the nice, simple blue one he
was used to, it was tinged with vibrant oranges and reds and yellows. It was more than a little
disconcerting, and Dannen pulled his gaze away from it with an effort, deciding to stare at the
buildings and the city’s denizens instead.To say those traveling the streets were unusual would
have been a drastic understatement. Here, Dannen saw a god with shoulders as wide as he was
tall which had to be a good seven feet, speaking to a female whose beauty was literally painful to
look upon as she seemed to shine like the sun. They were both eating something from golden
plates, though what it was Dannen couldn’t tell from this distance, and he didn’t much care in
any case. He’d never considered the fact that gods would eat like men did, though whether by
necessity or just because they enjoyed it he supposed there was no telling.They passed another
in a white tunic who was levitating several feet above the street in a sitting position, playing a
harp more beautifully than anything Dannen had ever heard. He stopped following Perandius to
listen.For several seconds, Dannen wasn’t aware of anything except that music, except each
strum of the harp which seemed to reach directly to his heart. Then he felt a hand on his
shoulder and turned to see Perandius frowning at him. “Well? We don’t have all day, you
know.”“It’s…it’s amazing,” Dannen breathed.The god grunted. “Give it a few thousand years, and
you’ll want to pull your hair out. Or someone else’s,” he muttered, the scowl he shot the harpist
god making it all too clear who he meant. “Now, come on.”Dannen reluctantly allowed himself to
be pulled away, some part of him thinking that, if he could listen to music like that all the time,
maybe he really would be able to swear off violence. There was so much to look at, so much
beauty, it was almost overwhelming.The next few minutes passed in a blur of white and gold



buildings until finally Dannen grunted. “You ask me, you all might need to think about hiring a
decorator. I mean, white and gold are fine enough, but it’s a bit painful on the eyes, isn’t it?”“Not
so loud,” Perandius hissed, turning on him, then glancing around as if expecting an army to
come charging out from one of the nearby buildings.Dannen frowned. “Why? You gods take your
buildings that seriously, eh?”Perandius raised an eyebrow, “Some more than others. If Feralest
heard you say as much, I’d never hear the end of it.”“Wait a minute,” Dannen said, unable to keep
the awe from his voice, “you mean the God of Death? He’s here?”Perandius rolled his eyes. “Oh,
he’s skulking somewhere, I’m sure. If he had it his way, the whole place would be black and
crimson. He brings it up at every council meeting, has for the last few thousand years or more.
He is quite stubborn.”Dannen thought if Perandius believed it a surprise that the God of Death
was stubborn he was out of touch, but he shrugged. “Whatever you say.”The god studied him for
a moment then turned and started down the street again. Dannen followed him—there wasn’t
much else to do—but they’d only taken a few steps when a woman walked out of an alleyway,
interposing herself directly in front of Dannen, so he was forced to stop.“Hi there,” the woman
said, and Dannen was surprised to see that her face looked drawn, her hands shaking,
reminding him of those addicted to one of the herbs which were intoxicating but, inevitably as all
good things did, led to pain or death.“Hi,” he managed.“W-would you like to know how to be
happy for the rest of your life? To experience real joy without consequence a—”“Enough of that,”
Perandius said sternly, coming to stand beside them.“Oh, Perandius,” the woman said, giving
him a nervous grin and studying him with eyes that were slightly too wide and more than a little
wild. “I-it’s good, you know, to see you. I…well. I was just telling your friend here—”The
messenger god sighed. “Later, Elaria, please, okay?”“I-I’ve got an idea,” the woman pressed, “for
the next council meeting. I thought, maybe, we could talk about it and—”“I promise, I’ll listen, just
not now, alright? I’m quite busy and…you understand, of course?”“Of course, of course,” the
woman blurted, nodding her head so roughly that it looked in danger of coming off. “B-but you
will come see me? Soon?”Perandius nodded. “I will. I promise.”“Okay then,” she said, flashing
Dannen a smile that was beautiful despite her strange appearance and one that engendered in
him a feeling of tranquility before she scurried back into the alleyway.He watched her go then
turned to Perandius. “Wait a minute…you said that was Elaria? As in the Goddess of
Peace?”Perandius winced, nodding. “Yes. She means well, but she’ll talk your ear off if you let
her and if you’re fool enough to answer your door without checking, there’s an afternoon—or a
year—gone before you know it. My father says she was magnificent once, but…” He
shrugged.Dannen stared after the quickly departing goddess. “What’s uh…what’s wrong with
her?”Perandius looked at him as if he was daft. “She’s the Goddess of Peace.”“Right,” Dannen
said slowly, “but what does that have to do with anything?”The god sighed. “Does the world feel
particularly peaceful to you, just now?”“Well,” Dannen said, “I’ve heard of some troubles up
north, but…well, no,” he finished lamely under the god’s annoyed gaze. “No, I guess
not.”“Exactly,” Perandius said. “Not a lot for the Goddess of Peace to do, if there isn’t any peace
is there? And you mortals, while fond of many things, cannot count peace among them.” He



glanced off in the direction she’d vanished. “One sympathizes, but that doesn’t make it any
easier to endure one of her lectures. Now, come on. We’re late as it is.”Dannen meant to ask the
god what exactly they were late for, but before he had a chance Perandius turned on his heel
and started off again. He was left with no choice but to follow or hang around where he was and
since he had no idea where he was, he hurried after the god.In time, they came to a house
considerably smaller than any of the others they had passed. He was just about to ask
Perandius what poor fool lived in what amounted to be little more than a shack. Then the god
walked inside, answering his question for him.Dannen followed. He wasn’t sure what he had
expected when entering a god’s home, but if it was something magical, a horse with wings,
maybe, then he was doomed to disappointment. The god’s house wasn’t magical, wasn’t
extravagant. What it was, more than anything, was boring. The walls were lined with bookshelves
packed near to bursting with all manner of scrolls and tomes. The room had a single table and
chair. The only other piece of furniture in the main room was what Dannen took for a desk,
though he couldn’t be sure as it was so covered in scrolls and parchments as to be nearly
invisible.“Eh…nice place,” Dannen said, because it was the type of thing a person said when
walking into a god’s house. Or maybe not. If he was being honest, Dannen had done a pretty shit
job so far in his life of getting on with normal people. The gods only knew how a man was
supposed to treat the…he paused, laughing.“Something funny?” Perandius asked, and god or
not there was a very human-like defensiveness in his tone.“Ah, no, nothing,” Dannen said. And
that, at least, was true. There wasn’t anything funny about the god’s home, though home didn’t
feel like the right word. Hovel, maybe. Or cave. Certainly, what little bit of the strange light from
the sky would have made it into the home was largely blocked by row after row of documents
stacked nearly as high as the top of the home’s only window.The god watched him for another
moment then apparently decided to take his words at face value, which was just as well as
Dannen figured he probably already had enough problems in his life without incurring the wrath
of a god.Perandius moved to a shelf and began rummaging through the stacks of documents
there, though how he thought to find anything in those haphazard towers of paper, Dannen
couldn’t imagine. “Now, I know it was here somewhere,” the god muttered.“You must be a blast at
parties,” Dannen said, but the god appeared too distracted by whatever task he’d set himself to
pay the mortal in his midst any mind.“Got anything to drink in this du—” Dannen cut himself off
before he could finish. “That is, anything to drink in this place?”“There’s a fountain outside, the
water will be the purest you have ever tasted. Some mortals have—”“I mean a man’s
drink.”Perandius looked at him, and after a moment a decidedly mischievous look came over his
face, and he nodded. “Of course. It’s just there, a golden bottle on the desk.” He motioned
vaguely at the pile of parchments at the far end of the room.Dannen considered whether or not it
was worth the trouble, but considering the fact that his head was pounding from a night of
drinking he didn’t remember, he’d barely escaped death at least once today, and was meeting a
god for the first time in his life—a decidedly anticlimactic experience—he thought he deserved it.
He walked to the vaguely desk-shaped pile of parchments and began shoving them aside. He



was just about to give up the search altogether when he saw a glimmer in the stack and pulled
out a golden bottle.“Ha!” He popped the cork from the top of the bottle and was about to turn it
up when the god spoke.“I would proceed with caution, Dannen Ateran. The gods’ ambrosia is
not a drink for mortals.”Dannen snorted. “If I’ve got some reading needs doing, Perandius, I’ll ask
for your advice. But when it comes to drinking, I’m a bit of an expert, so don’t be offended if I
don’t listen to the god version of a clerk.”
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MiMi, “Fun & Adventurous ! ! !. Fun and adventurous that is what you'll find in this tale . Want
crazy and wacky, it's there. What courageous and humorous, it's there. Want surprises and
compassion, you've got it too. Enjoy ! ! !”

merfey, “Must Read. Amazing book with exacting character development and complex
interrelationships coupled with an amazing plot line and non-stop action. This is a refreshing
departure from mainstream genres which at once entertains and causes one to laugh out loud.
Looking forward to the next book to see what our antiheroes encounter as they travel on their
quest to do battle against big-time forces of evil.  The gods must be crazy!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “You got to read this!!!!. His back!!!! Jacob Peppers has wrote another
outstanding read. Filled with alot of adventure an laughs. Now we have 4 out of place
Antiheroes that have there own crazy problems, are on a mission from God to stop the dead
from rising.That's the jest if it, cause I'm not giving anything else away you have to read the book.
Damn fine job Jacob. This was alot of fun to read.”

Darcy Smith, “What A Fabulous Story!!!!!!. While normally this is a story I would pick up, it
sounded very intriguing. Who doesn’t love a good laugh with a lot of action? Well, the story was
slow for me starting out. But, it did pick up for me about halfway through. The beginning felt like
we were learning about Dannen and what made him tick. I absolutely love Fedder as he
absolutely made me laugh with his antics. Dannen started to grow on me as well as he has a
strong sense of honor. The story was well written and has me very intrigued as to what is going
to happen next as it ended in such a great cliffhanger. It is definitely a great story to read.”

Kelleigh, “Now this, was good!. Great world building, well thought out characters and storyline. I
look forward to the next one! Love the snarkiness of Fedder and Dannen.I was given and read
the arc copy but liked it so much that I bought a copy of my own to review.”

Andrew, “Fun story. I like this adventure, and the people in it. The work is interesting, the
characters Ebanks Quirky, and the action entertaining. The only drawback is how everything
ends up working out at the last second, over and over, not because of any planning or
preparation, or training or skill, but because of sheer dumb luck. Some dumb kick is great, but
you need at least a modicum of competence to sell it. Sadly, the hero here is portrayed as an
incompetent has been.”

Helen Grimmett, “An epic fantasy with a twist!. A fun read, at times laugh out loud as Dannen's
thoughts are as ribald as they are true. A well written book, with plenty of descriptive world
building and mystical peoples that live within it. A couple of squeamish moments that made me



go eugh, but as I said trouble and action follow wherever Dannen goes.This is the first book in an
epic fantasy series, so don't expect the story to be all wrapped up neatly because it won't be!
And don't be fooled by there only being twelve chapters, they are loooong chapters! Overall an
enjoyable read, and I will be looking out for next installment when it arrives.”

Alan, “The Misfits. Absolutely brilliant, Dannen is a bastard, and a sarcastic bastards at that,
He's so dry humoured and will have you in stitches, Dannen a retired swordsman wants to put
his feet up and just get drunk, but trouble has a way of always finding him or he finding it, set a
task by God, He and his companions must save the North from a Necromancer, his twin an evil
Warrior and a hoard of zombies, amazing characters and story and quite hilarious, can't wait for
the second book, highly recommended...”

Robert Lee, “Light and enjoyable reading. Very good humour with interesting characters.. This
book shows the skill of the author as the reader gets the impression the book does not take itself
seriously. Difficult to achieve without going over the top. The characters and situations are well
created and you empathise or despise in equal measure. Like many fantasy tales, it involves a
quest.  Put altogether this is a dammed good read. I am looking forward to reading book 2.”

Tin Viking, “Fastastically funny!. I really enjoyed this book. I think I have a similar sense of
humour to the author. To me it was akin to reading Terry Pratchett, but with more commas. And
butchery. But with less magic because, after all, magic is for sissies.Having read this story I
have already purchased the second book to add to my reading list.Read this book, I thoroughly
recommend it!”

Graham T, “Unexpected delight.. Having read all of Mr Peppers books, I through I'd give this a
try, expecting a slightly less riveting but humorous tale.I was wrong, this is well on par with all his
other work, humorous, yes, riveting, very much so.Give it a go, you'll be very happy if you do.”
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